
7th December 1941 in Melbourne

• Australia together with Britain have been at war with Germany for two and a quarter 
years.

• The British are losing.

• Three quarters of the effective Australian army, quarter of the navy and a tenth of the air 
force are in the middle east fighting the Germans.

• Australia has very limited capacity to manufacture weapons, particularly military aircraft, 
and friendly countries which can make them see more urgent needs than supplying 
Australia.

• The United States is at peace, they are supporting Britain with weapons and money but 
their armaments industry has limited capacity and their army and air force though 
growing fast are still small. 

• Japan has been at war with China for five years. The United States is applying economic 
sanctions and negotiating with Japan in an attempt to limit Japanese expansionism. 
Japan are expected to deliver a response to the latest American proposal tomorrow.

• Japanese convoys have been seen moving south down the coast of Indo China and into 
the gulf of Thailand for some days. 
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00.12 Pearl Harbour (local 03.42 Sunday)
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8th December 00:12 Melbourne time
at Pearl Harbour (03.42 Sunday local time)

• Ensign R.C. McCloy USNR, commanding 
minesweeper USS Condor (photo), sights 
the periscope of a submarine less than 
two miles from the harbour entrance 
buoy and blinkers to destroyer USS Ward. 

• Ward commences a search for a 
submarine. 

• Lieutenant Commander Outerbridge had 
been appointed Captain of the Ward, his 
first command, two days previously on 
the 5th of December. 
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8th December 1941
• 00.15 Melbourne time, in Washington (09.15 Sunday local time)

• Decrypted intercept of final part of Japanese note is brought to Admiral Stark's office.
• “The Japanese government regrets that it is impossible to reach an agreement through further 

negotiations”

• 00.50  Washington (09.50 Sunday)

• Decrypted intercept is delivered to State Department where Knox and Hull are conferring.

• New intercept instructing Japanese emissaries to deliver the note at 13.00 (07.30 in Hawaii) 
and ordering them to destroy their remaining code machine is delivered to Admiral Stark. 

• 02.30  Washington (11.30 Sunday)

• Marshall returns to his office, reads the final part of the note and drafts warning message.

• 03.00 Washington (12.00 Sunday)

• Stark sees no need to issue further warnings but Marshall sends following warning for 
transmission to Pacific commands.
• “The Japanese are presenting at 1 p.m. Eastern Standard time today what amounts to an ultimatum. Also 

they are under orders to destroy their code machine immediately. Just what significance the hour set may 
have we do not know, but be on the alert accordingly.”
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02.35 Malaya (local 00.05)
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8th December
• 02.35 Melbourne time in Malaya (00.05 local time)

• The Indian soldiers manning the coastal defences at Kota 
Bharu report three small vessels moving slowly down the 
coast towards Kota Bharu. Kota Bharu airfield inform Air 
Headquarters and request permission to take 
reconnaissance photos with flares.

• 03.05 Malaya (00.35)

• Authority for a reconnaissance flight is received from Air 
Headquarters.

• The airfield hear gunfire coming from the seafront.

• Brigade headquarters report that enemy warships are 
shelling the beach defences and that transports can be seen 
off shore apparently preparing to land troops.

• No 1 squadron RAAF have six Hudsons standing by, 
bombed-up and ready for orders. The remaining four 
serviceable aircraft are also hurriedly made ready.

• The Indian brigade, now seek air support in repelling an 
enemy landing, but the RAF is bound by an order forbidding 
offensive action even if a convoy is found. 
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8th December
• 02.56 Melbourne time, at Pearl Harbour (06.26 local time)

• Sunrise

• 03.03 Pearl Harbour (06.33 Sunday)

• A navy Catalina sights a submarine outside the harbour and drops smoke pots on the 
spot then radios a coded message.

• 03.15 Pearl Harbour (06.45 Sunday)

• Ward sights a submarine, attacks it with gunfire and depth charges and sinks it.

• 03.20 Pearl Harbour (06.50 Sunday)

• Radar units at Kaaawa, Opana and Kawailoa, operating for training purposes between 
04.00 and 07.00, detect a target approximately 135 miles north of Oahu heading south 
and all report it to the Information Center. There is no Director or Aircraft Controller or 
Antiaircraft controller on duty at the center. The only officer present is a fighter pilot 
from the 14th Pursuit Wing on duty to learn how the system operates.

• 03.24 Pearl Harbour (06.54 Sunday)

• Ward radios in code to Commandant 14th naval district, “We have attacked, fired upon 
and dropped depth charges on a submarine operating in the defensive sea area”
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8th December
• 03.32 Melbourne time at Pearl Harbour (07.02 Sunday local time)

• At 07.00 four of the five radar units close down on schedule and the plotters leave the 
Information Center. 

• The radar at Opana, continuing to operate because the breakfast truck is late, plots a 
very large target bearing 357 degrees at 130 miles and report it to the Information 
Center. In the absence of a director or controller or defined procedures, no action is 
taken.

• Because the breakfast truck had still not arrived Opana radar continues tracking the 
target till about twenty miles from the coast of Oahu, when ground interference blocked 
the signal.

• 03.42 Pearl Harbour (07.12 Sunday )

• The decoded signal from Ward is passed to the Naval District duty officer.

• 03.55 Pearl Harbour (07.25 Sunday)

• Admiral Bloch orders the ready duty destroyer to get under way and advises the Cincpac 
duty officer.

• After sundry delays owing to telephone switchboard congestion, the duty officer phoned 
Admiral Kimmel, who said “I will be right down” and started to change out of his golf 
gear and into his uniform.
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8th December
• 04.00 Melbourne time at Pearl Harbour 

(07.30 Sunday local)

• On a clear sunny Hawaiian winter’s morning 
Boatswain’s Mate Milligan on destroyer Allen 
notices 20 to 25 planes orbiting to the west 
and assumes they are US aircraft. 

• There are 94 ships in harbour including 8 
battleships but no aircraft carriers, which are 
all at sea transporting aircraft to American 
outposts in the Pacific. 

• The fleet is at readiness “Condition 3” with 
one in four of the anti-aircraft machine guns 
but none of the five inch dual purpose guns 
manned. Ready use ammunition lockers are 
locked, the officer of the deck has the keys.

• 04.05 Pearl Harbour (07.35 Sunday )

• The coded message from the Catalina which 
sighted the submarine is decoded & delivered 
to the duty officer at Ford Island, who plans 
an extensive search by more planes.  
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8th December

• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 
Sunday local time)

• Bombs start falling on Pearl 
Harbour.

• Fifteen Japanese torpedo 
bombers roar in from the south 
east over Hickam Field and the 
naval base at a height of 100 
feet
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8th December
04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 Sunday 
local time)

• The planes drop their torpedoes 
into the 500 yards of clear water 
between the naval base and the 
row of battleships.

• The bombers cross the open water 
to Battleship row in six or seven 
seconds, the torpedo run time 
adds another ten seconds or so 
before the explosions.

• West Virginia is hit by six or seven 
torpedoes, Oklahoma three, 
California two and Arizona several.
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A torpedo has just hit USS West Virginia on the far side of Ford Island 
(center). Other battleships moored nearby are (from left): Nevada, 
Arizona, Tennessee (inboard of West Virginia), Oklahoma (torpedoed 
and listing) alongside Maryland, and California.
Japanese planes are visible in the right center (over Ford Island) and 
over the Navy Yard at right. U.S. Navy planes on the seaplane ramp 
are on fire



8th December

• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 
Sunday )

• Oklahoma capsizes in 12 
minutes with her mast in the 
mud and part of her hull still 
above water.

• West Virginia and California sink 
upright with their upper works 
above water and some of their 
guns still firing.

Hull of the capsized Oklahoma with Maryland in 
the background
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8th December

• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 Sunday )

• Admiral Kimmel’s phone rings again, with the 
news that Pearl Harbour is under attack. 

• He rushes outside, uniform jacket unbuttoned 
and flapping.

• He dashes onto his neighbours lawn to get a 
better view of battleship row.

• The sky is full of Japanese planes and 
explosions.

• “It looks like they’ve got the Oklahoma.” 
remarks Mrs Earle, his neighbour.

• “Yes I can see they have.” he says.
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8th December

• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 Sunday )

• Within five minutes of the 
torpedo attack the battleships 
are also attacked by dive 
bombers. 

• The torpedo and dive bombers 
then fly back over the ships 
machine gunning to kill the men.
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8th December

• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 Sunday )

• A heavy bomb hits Arizona 
beside the second turret, 
penetrates and explodes in one 
of the forward magazines. 

Pre-war picture of Arizona at sea
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8th December

• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 Sunday )

• The explosion completely 
destroys the forward part of the 
ship and showers the whole of 
battleship row with flaming 
debris. The ship lists radically but 
sinks so fast it does not capsize. 
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8th December
• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 Sunday )

• More than a thousand of the crew 
of Arizona are blown to bits, 
burned to death or trapped below 
and drowned within minutes of the 
Japanese opening hostilities.

• West Virginia is hit by two bombs 
as well as the six or seven 
torpedoes. Captain Mervyn 
Bannion, on his bridge, is 
disembowelled by fragments from 
a bomb that explodes on 
Tennessee alongside.

Pre-war picture of the crew of Arizona
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8th December
• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 Sunday )
• Within minutes of the opening of hostilities four out of eight battleships 

have been sunk and the other four are damaged and temporarily 
immobilised.

• While the torpedo bombers attack the battleships a flight of dive bombers 
work over the naval air station on Ford Island destroying or seriously 
damaging 33 aircraft.

• The Marine Corps Air Station at Ewa is attacked by fighters, flying as low as 
20 feet to attack individual planes with short bursts of gunfire with 
incendiary and explosive ammunition. The attack continues for 20 or 25 
minutes and destroys 33 out of the 49 aircraft on the base. 

• A squadron of dive bombers attack the navy seaplane base at Kaneohe Bay. 
After dropping their bombs they come down low to shoot up the Catalinas.

• No navy or marine corps fighters survive take off to attack the enemy.    
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8th December
• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 Sunday )

• There are no US army fighters on 
patrol or at a state of readiness.

• Under the alert in effect since 27 
November AAF planes are 
concentrated for protection against 
sabotage, with an allowance of four 
hours’ notice to make them ready for 
flight. At Wheeler field the planes are 
parked with wing tips touching in lines 
15 to 20 feet apart.

• Few of the 12 army anti-aircraft 
batteries in and around the navy yard 
are manned and none have ready use 
ammunition supplies.

P-36 aircraft lined up at Wheeler Field
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8th December

• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 
Sunday )

• Twenty-eight bombers escorted 
by fighters carried out a ten-
minute raid on Hickam Field, 
then both dive bombers and 
fighters make low level machine 
gunning attacks on all visible 
aircraft and personnel. Within 
minutes the base is ablaze. Smoke pours from burning aircraft and buildings at Hickam Field 

following the Japanese attack.
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8th December

• 04.24 Pearl Harbour (07.54 Sunday )

• At Wheeler Field, the main pursuit 
base, about twenty-five dive bombers, 
escorted by fighters, attack the field at 
08.05 and drop their bombs from 500 
feet above the hangar line. After 
completing their bomb runs, the 
bombers and fighters begin machine 
gunning attacks on the parked aircraft, 
starting many fires and a thick pall of 
black smoke quickly covers the 
area. This attack lasts for no more 
than fifteen minutes.

• A single fighter attacks Bellows Field.
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04.24 Pearl Harbour (local 07.54 Sunday )
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8th December
• 04.38 Malaya (02.08)

• In Singapore Brooke-Popham orders 
• an immediate offensive against the Japanese ships with 

all No. 1 Squadron's available Hudsons. 
• all the other bomber squadrons in Malaya to take off, at 

first light, to attack enemy shipping in the Kota Bharu 
area. 

• A photo-reconnaissance sortie over Singora, to find out 
if the Japanese have landed in Thai territory.

• The first Hudson takes off, in clearing weather with 
a rising moon, at 02.08, 

• 2 hours after the boats were first reported and 
• 1 hour 33 minutes after the beach 2 miles from the 

airfield was first shelled, 
• It is followed at intervals of only two or three minutes 

by six more. 

• The pilots are ordered to make independent low-
level attacks on any transports and to report what 
enemy forces they sighted. Each aircraft carried 
four 250-lb bombs fused for eleven seconds delay.

• On the seafront only a mile and a half from the 
Kota Bharu airfield, enemy troops are now coming 
ashore on the beach, which had been mined and 
wired, in the face of determined fire from the 
Indian battalion manning the pill-boxes, which 
cover the beach.

RAAF Lockheed Hudson
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8th December
• 04.38 Malaya (02.08)

• The pilot of the first Hudson, Flight Lieutenant Lockwood, making his approach at 2,000 feet, sights three 
transports and dives to 50 feet to release two bombs. No hits are observed; as his attack draws heavy fire 
from the ships he takes evasive action then attacks again and releases his two remaining bombs. 

• Flight Lieutenant Ramshaw following Lockwood, confirms that his second salvo scores direct hits on the ship.

• From the first seven sorties, one Hudson, piloted by Flight Lieutenant Jones, fails to return. Several other 
aircraft return holed by anti-aircraft fire which is heavy and accurate. 

• Returning crews estimate the Japanese force as 6 warships, probably 3 cruisers and 3 destroyers, 3 
transports, and a vessel described as "a large flat ship" which one crew thought might be a small aircraft 
carrier since no superstructure could be seen.

• In ten more sorties the Hudson crews continue bombing and machine-gunning attacks on the transports and 
on the barges which were moving to-and-fro between them and the shore. From their second sortie 
Ramshaw and his crew fail to return, only one man surviving.

• A Hudson piloted by Flight Lieutenant O'Brien, makes a reconnaissance flight about 30 miles to seaward 
from Kota Bharu and sights a cruiser and three destroyers steaming at high speed in a north-westerly 
direction. 

• O'Brien then returns to Kota Bharu to attack the transports and carries out a mast-height attack on the only 
remaining transport, about four miles from the beach, which was on fire but apparently still unloading 
troops. Despite considerable light ack-ack fire he drops his stick of four 250 pounders across its bows, getting 
a direct hit. 

• There is considerable barge activity from the merchant vessel to the beach which is machine-gunned as 
opportunity offers while returning to the airfield.
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8th December
• 05.00 Philippines (03.00)

• The duty officer at Asiatic fleet wakes Admiral Hart with a phone call then walks 300 yards to the Admiral’s hotel and passes on
intercept of the message "Air raid Pearl Harbor - this is no drill". After walking 300 yards back from the hotel the duty officer sends 
message to fleet "Japan started hostilities. Govern yourselves accordingly." Admiral Purnell then drove to the army headquarters a 
few minutes away and gave the message to General MacArthur's chief of staff.

• 05.20 Washington (14.20)

• After delays caused by clerical procedures in the Japanese embassy the Japanese emissaries deliver the note to Secretary Hull.

• 05.30 Philippines (03.30)

• The radar set at Iba plots a formation of aircraft about seventy- five miles offshore headed toward Corregidor. The 3rd Pursuit 
Squadron (Iba) immediately send out planes to intercept. The radar shows them making contact with the approaching aircraft, but 
apparently the P-40’s had passed underneath the enemy planes in the darkness.

• 05.50 Wake Island (06.50)

• A message reaches Wake that Pearl Harbour is under attack. The bugler sounds Call to Arms. The marines grab weapons and 
ammunition and rush to their posts; aviators warm up their planes, civilians make for the bush and start digging foxholes and the 
China Clipper which had departed for Guam returns.

• 05.30 Pearl Harbour (09.00)

• The Opana radar, which had been scheduled to shut down at 07.00 was back on the air after the attack before 09.00 and tracked
the Japanese aircraft retiring northwards; but the army’s central station fails to inform Cincpac headquarters of that fact. 
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06.00 Shanghai (local 04.00)
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8th December

• 06.00 Shanghai (04.00)

• A detachment of Japanese sailors arrive 
and board the disarmed British river 
gunboat HMS PETEREL, moored in the 
river to provide a communications facility 
to the international settlement. 

• They inform her CO, 62 year old RNVR Lt 
Stephen Polkinghorn, that their countries 
are at war and demand surrender of the 
ship.

• Polkinghorn refuses and orders the 
Japanese off at gunpoint. 

• PETEREL  is illuminated by searchlights 
and sunk by gunfire from a Japanese 
cruiser, two gunboats, a destroyer and 
artillery pieces ashore. Six of PETEREL’s 
crew of 21 are killed, Polkinghorn, 
although wounded, and the other 
crewmen survive and are made POWs. 
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USS Oahu a Yangtse River gunboat similar to Peterel



8th December

• 06.00 Shanghai (04.00)

• USS WAKE, not seaworthy enough to escape to the Philippines is the only 
USN vessel remaining in Shanghai. It had been rigged to be scuttled with 
demolition charges. WAKE is boarded and seized by Japanese Special Naval 
Landing Force (SNLF) troops. WAKE's crew are taken prisoners of war 
before they can scuttle the ship.

• Since 1937 the Japanese have controlled the Chinese territory surrounding 
the Shanghai International Settlements. Now Japanese tanks and armoured 
cars trundle noisily over the bridge into the settlement. Parties of Japanese 
marines, accompanied by Japanese civilians wearing Rising Sun armbands, 
enter the many foreign-owned banks and insurance buildings that line the 
Bund plastering notices onto their elaborate wrought-iron gates 
proclaiming that these premises are now under Japanese military control.
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8th December

• 06.10 Melbourne (06.10)

• Soon after 6 a.m. a signal from the CinC, Eastern Fleet, to the 
Australian, New Zealand and Dutch Naval authorities requests air and 
naval reinforcements of Singapore as planned in Plenaps.

• In view of the Australian Government's stipulation on the 26th 
November about the minimum acceptable naval force in Australian 
waters, reinforced by instructions to Admiral Royle to make no 
commitments without prior submission to the Government, the 
Australian Navy take no action in response to this request.

• The New Zealand Government orders H.M.N.Z.S. Achilles, then 
patrolling north of New Zealand, to fuel at Suva and proceed swiftly 
to join the Eastern Fleet at Singapore.
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8th December
• 06.12 Pearl Harbour (09.42)

• Admiral Kimmel informs his forces at 09.42 that there are indications of a Japanese fleet 
North West of Oahu. The same message orders Admiral Halsey to intercept and attack 
the enemy. No additional information on the location or composition of the Japanese 
was provided.

• A sighting report reaches Cincpac of two Japanese carriers off Barbers point, 10 miles 
from the mouth of Pearl Harbour. USS Minneapolis intercepts this report, and, as she is 
right on the reported position her captain tries to radio Cincpac ”No carriers in sight”. But 
his radioman sends it as “Two carriers in sight”. Fortunately, the planes sent out 
recognise Minneapolis and leave her alone.

• A direction finder bearing on radio transmissions from the Japanese carrier is 
misinterpreted. These instruments simultaneously show reciprocal bearings and 
judgement is required to determine which is correct. The enemy carrier is 358 degrees or 
almost due north of Pearl but the interpreter makes it 178 or almost due south.

• Information from army radar and prisoner interrogations fails to reach navy 
commanders.

• Admiral Kimmel concludes that the enemy had attacked from the south and is now 
retiring to Jaluit in the Marshalls. The Lexington task force turns south in the lively 
expectation of intercepting the Japanese carrier force.
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8th December
• 06.20 Singapore (03.50)

• Radar detects aircraft approaching Singapore. Fighter Control operations room 
reported promptly but the headquarters of the civil air raid precautions 
organisation is not manned so there is no civilian blackout and the civil 
population receive no warning. Not until a direct approach is made to the 
Governor, do the air raid sirens sound, and even then the city’s streetlighting is 
not turned off.

• 06.30 Pearl Harbour (10.00 Sunday)

• A strafing run at Kaneohe at 10.00 was the last attack by the Japanese planes. The 
attack is over. 2,403 Americans have died and 1,178 are wounded. Eighteen ships 
are sunk or run aground, including five battleships.

• Most of the damage to the ships had been done in the first ten minutes of the 
attack but attacks on the airfields continued for two hours.

• A second and third attack on the Marine Corps Air Station at Ewa by fighters and 
dive bombers were less damaging than the first as some anti-aircraft defences 
had been improvised by this time, with the machine guns in damaged planes.
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8th December

• 06.30 Pearl Harbour (10.00 Sunday)

• After the initial attack at 07.55 the seaplane base at Kaneohe has been 
attacked three more times. Of the 36 Catalinas on the base only the three 
which are on patrol remain serviceable. 27 have been destroyed and 6 
damaged. The reconnaissance aircraft which would have been sent in 
search of the enemy fleet are burnt out hulks at Kaneohe. The base’s anti-
aircraft defences claim two enemy aircraft shot down.

• Hickam Field has been attacked three times. The skill of the Japanese pilots 
and the low altitudes at which they fly impress many survivors. From his 
BOQ room 2nd Lt Vernon Reeves sees a Japanese plane pass his window 
with its wingtip almost touching the ground. He thinks, “the guy is awful 
good to be able to do that. I couldn’t do it. I don’t know anyone who could 
do it.”
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8th December

• 06.30 Pearl Harbour (10.00 Sunday)

• Wheeler Field has been strafed 
again at 09.05.

• Almost every building on the flight 
line seems to be on fire and there 
is a constant pop of exploding 
ammunition, which continues for 
two or three days. This came from 
Hangar 3, which held a tremendous 
amount of ammunition, including 
several million rounds of .50-
caliber ammo that had been taken 
out of the planes on the ramp and 
stored in the hangar as another 
antisabotage measure. Remains of P40s on the Wheeler flight line 
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8th December
• 06.30 Pearl Harbour (10.00 Sunday)

• Twelve B17s, which had left California the 
preceding evening on the first leg of a flight to 
reinforce the air force in the Philippines, 
arrive over Oahu in the middle of the attack. 

• The planes had been so heavily loaded with 
fuel that no ammunition could be carried so 
the pilots can do no more than attempt to 
escape from enemy fire.

• Eight fly through antiaircraft and enemy 
machine-gunfire to land at Hickam;

• Two of the planes land on the 1,200-foot 
runway at Haleiwa (normal is 5,000ft runway); 

• One attempts a landing at Bellows Field but 
runs off the end of the runway into a ditch; 
and 

• Lt. Frank Bostrom plays tag with the enemy 
almost all the way around the island before 
landing on Kahuku golf course. 
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8th December
06.30 Pearl Harbour (10.00 Sunday)

• Of the twelve B17s which reach Hawaii, 
two are destroyed and three badly 
damaged.

• Most of the damage is by strafing attacks 
after landing.
• A burned U.S. Army Air Forces Boeing B-17C 

Flying Fortress (s/n 40-2074) rests near 
Hangar 5, Hickam Field. 

• It was flown to Hickam by Captain Raymond 
Swenson from California and arrived during 
the attack. 

• On its final approach, the aircraft’s 
magnesium flare box was hit by Japanese 
strafing and ignited. 

• The burning plane separated upon landing. 
• The crew survived the crash, but a flight 

surgeon was killed by strafing as he ran 
from the burning wreck.
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Closeup view of front half of the burned B -17C. In left foreground is a 
straw helmet which identifies this as a picture taken by well- known 

photographer Tai Sing Loo, Pearl Harbor's main cameraman from 

1918 to 1948.



8th December
• 06.30 Pearl Harbour (10.00 Sunday)

• In spite of the handicap caused by the anti-sabotage alert, some army fighters take off to attack the 
Japanese.

• Six pilots of the 47th Pursuit Squadron, based at Haleiwa, the only airfield not attacked by the Japanese, 
reach Haleiwa by car and make a number of sorties in P-40’s and P-36’s. Lt George Welch claims four enemy 
planes shot down. Lt. John Dains alternately used a P-36 and a P-40 in three sorties, but on the third of these 
he was shot down and killed over Schofield Barracks, apparently by antiaircraft fire.

• At about 08.50 four P-36’s of the 46th Pursuit Squadron take off from Wheeler during a temporary lull and 
attack a formation of nine Japanese planes near Bellows Field. In spite of the fact that the P-36’s could not 
match their opponents in rate of climb, two of the enemy were shot down for the loss of one American 
plane piloted by Lt. Gordon Sterling.

• After the initial attack, the 44th Pursuit Squadron at Bellows Field begin arming their P-40’s and by 08.55 
three are ready. Just as the pilots prepare to take off, nine Japanese pursuits sweep over the field in a 
strafing attack. Hans Christiansen is killed while getting into his plane; George Whiteman is shot down 
immediately after take-off; and Samuel Bishop’s P-40, severely damaged, crashes into the ocean.

• On 7th December 1941 the US Army and US Army Airforce on Hawaii had a total strength of 60,000 men and 
231 aircraft assigned to protect the Naval Base. 64 of the 231 aircraft have been destroyed, and no more 
than 79 of the remaining planes are reported as usable. 

• USAAF casualties total 163 killed, 43 missing, and 336 wounded. Three members of the Honolulu Fire 
Department and the Hickam plumber are also listed as KIA.

• In spite of a bullet wound in the leg, Bishop of the 44th pursuit succeeds in swimming ashore after crashing 
in the ocean.
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07.00 Singapore (local 04.30)
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8th December 1941

• 07.00 Singapore (04.30)

• A force estimated at 17 Japanese aircraft bombed Singapore. 

• Most of the bombs fell on Seletar airfield where little damage was 
done, and on Tengah where three Blenheim bombers of No. 34 
Squadron were damaged and craters made in the airfield. 

• Some of the bombs fell in the centre of the city causing about 200 
casualties, mostly among the Asian population. 

• There was no blackout when the bombers came over the city. 
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8th December 1941
• 07.30 Kota Bharu (05.00)

• Davis orders a break in the attack to refuel, rearm and 
serviceability checks.

• Crews report that one of the enemy ships had blown up 
and sunk and that at least 24 barges had been destroyed 
or overturned.

• Four Hudsons have been damaged in these attacks in 
addition to the two which had failed to return.

• Reconnaissance reports that 
• one large transport is burning about three miles off 

shore
• two cruisers, four destroyers and two merchant 

ships, including the large flat ship, and a small 
escort vessel, are moving at high speed in a north-
westerly direction about 30 miles north-north-east 
of Kota Bharu.

• many small power-driven boats are still off shore 
Kota Bharu.

• The Hudsons have attacked the barges with machine-gun 
fire doing some damage. They mount two fixed forward 
firing Browning .303-inch machine guns in the nose and 
two firing to the side. The side guns were a field 
modification, they were mounted inside the aircraft 
protruding through an opening cut in a window giving a 
restricted field of fire.

Vildebeest Mark 2
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The seven Vildebeests from Gong Kedah were ordered off to 
intercept the retreating ships. In constant rain storms the 
open cockpit Vildebeests were unable to find any 
concentration of shipping. A light cruiser was sighted and 
four aircraft dropped torpedoes but no hits were scored. 
Three aircraft were damaged in landing accidents on return.



07.50 Philippines (local 05.50)
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8th December 1941
• 07.43 Melbourne (07.43)

• At 07.43 a.m. the Admiralty war signal, 
"Commence hostilities against Japan" reaches Navy 
Office, and is immediately passed to H.M.A. Ships 
and to the four Area Combined Headquarters.

• Short wave broadcast reports of Japanese attacks, 
including announcements from Tokyo reach 
Melbourne throughout the day and indicate the 
extent of the enemy's attacks.

• 07.50 Philippines (05.50)

• At dawn 13 Japanese dive bombers escorted by 9 
fighters attack the seaplane tender William B 
Preston, at anchor in Davao Gulf. One of her three 
planes was on patrol but the other two were 
destroyed at their moorings and one of the crew 
was killed. Preston escaped without damage. One 
of the attacking planes was shot down.

• An Attack Force, in a destroyer and small craft, 
reach Batan Island (some 130 miles north of 
Luzon)and land a 500 man invasion force at dawn 
on the 8th December.

• 08.00 Indo-China/Thai Border (05.30)

• The Japanese army advance across the Indo-
China/Thai border towards Bangkok.

USS William B Preston
Destroyer converted to a seaplane tender

PBY/
Consolidated 
Catalina
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8th December 1941

• 08.27 Guam (08.27)

• Japanese planes bomb the marines headquarters on Guam. They fly over the island all day bombing and 
strafing. Installations and native villages are attacked indiscriminately. Considerable damage is done to the 
marine barracks and harbour installations and the patrol boat USS Penguin is sunk. The garrison have no 
aircraft or AA guns to retaliate with.

• 09.00 Singapore (06.30)

• HMAS Manoora, an armed merchant cruiser, sails from Singapore at 06.30 for Calcutta, to escort convoys in 
the Bay of Bengal.

• 09.15 Malaya (06.45)

• Eight black painted, bomb laden Blenheim 1Fs of 27 squadron took off from Sungei Patani by flare path 
illumination to attack shipping off Kota Bharu. Blinding rain storms prevent any sighting of invasion shipping 
and the formation returns to base.

• 09.30 Malaya (07.00)

• Fierce fighting follows the Japanese landing at Kota Bharu.

• Arrangements are made for counter-attacks on the beaches after dawn, with the understanding that air 
support would be given. But by morning a gap made by the enemy in the Dogras’ line remained open.
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8th December 1941
• 09.30 Sungei Patani (07.00)

• No. 21 Squadron RAAF is preparing its Buffalo fighters for 
action when, at 7 a.m., the station operations room reports 
enemy aircraft approaching. The station commander calls for 
two Buffaloes to stand by and await instructions.

• At 07.10 five Japanese bombers appear flying at 11,000 feet. 
The waiting pilots in the crew room prepare to "scramble" 
and intercept. As they do so bombs begin to explode on the 
opposite side of the airfield among No. 27 Squadron's 
aircraft. 

• Sgt Willows attempts to take off in his Blenheim but it is 
destroyed and he and his gunner are killed. Two other 
Blenheims are damaged. 

• The standby section are specifically ordered not to take off 
but to continue to stand by and await instructions. The 
second section, without waiting for orders, now take off. 

• Seconds later bombs begin bursting among the Buffaloes on 
the ground. Two of the aircraft are destroyed and five 
damaged by fire and bomb fragments. 

• Another stick of bombs falls directly across station 
headquarters killing two of the R.A.F. operators and 
destroying the station communications. Bombs also kill about 
16 Chinese women on the airfield in a working party. 

• The two Buffalo pilots who had taken off climbed and 
endeavoured to close with the enemy bombers but they 
lacked sufficient altitude and the guns in neither aircraft 
would operate. They circle and land again without combat.

Brewster Buffalo Fighters
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8th December 1941
• At Kota Bharu the enemy has captured two of the strongpoints in the 

Dogras' defences and brigade calls for further air support for attacks on 
small pockets of enemy troops who have begun to penetrate inland. A 
report is received that enemy barges are being towed up the Kelantan 
River, and the two R.A.F. Buffalo fighters at Kota Bharu go out to attack 
them. One of these aircraft is damaged by fire from the ground. On landing 
back at Kota Bharu the damaged aircraft crashes into a damaged Hudson 
further damaging both.

• A reconnaissance out to sea finds that all the enemy ships have now retired 
except the transport which is on fire. A large patch of oil on the sea near 
the burning ship suggests that a second ship has sunk. Many light craft are 
closer inshore and concentrations of Japanese troops with horses are seen 
on the coast near Kota Bharu. Two Hudsons bomb and machine guns these 
troops, killing many. 
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8th December 1941
• At Kota Bharu Flt Lt Mitchell departs for Singora at first light in the reconnaissance 

Beaufort. 
• He finds a Japanese invasion force with 15 transports and numerous naval escorts off Singora

and Japanese aircraft on the airfield there, and starts taking photographs at 20,000 feet. 
• He ignores a sighting of Japanese fighters based on intelligence briefings that they would not 

be able to reach the speedy high flying Beaufort. 
• The next thing he knows the fighters were all around him like hornets and tracer is passing 

his windscreen and the next second it is hitting the side of the aircraft down near his feet. 
• After the first pass he goes into a steep turn, then the port engine is hit, the Beaufort rolls 

over on its back and starts to spin. 
• It is down to 10,000 feet before Mitchell can get out of the spin and head for the nearest 

cloud. Both gunners were slightly wounded but they claimed one Japanese fighter destroyed.

• Nine Blenheims of 34 Squadron from Tengah also find only barges and troops on 
the beach to attack. 
• They encountered some fighter opposition, one aircraft being damaged and obliged to force 

land at Marchang. 
• The crews had been briefed to land at Butterworth but found a number of Japanese fighters 

over the airfield. Sgt Smith’s aircraft was attacked and damaged and he had to make an 
emergency belly landing. Flg Off Dunlop was chased for twenty miles at tree top height until 
his gunner, despite a painful wound to the jaw, shot the attacker down.   
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8th December 1941
• At Kuantan 8 Hudsons of No. 8 Squadron RAAF  and eight Blenheims of No. 

60 Squadron RAF take off at dawn in heavy fog to attack shipping at Kotah
Bharu 
• They find only the one merchant ship on fire, but 50 to 60 small power-driven boats 

and several armoured patrol boats. The small boats are then attacked with bombs 
and gunfire.

• One of No. 8 Squadron's flights intercepts a broadcast message from the Kota Bharu 
operations room to divert all available aircraft to the enemy's sea-going force 
steaming away from the coast. A heavy rain storm prevents the pilots from finding 
the ships and the Hudsons return to continue the attack on small boats still afloat 
close to the shore.

• Anti-aircraft fire is intense and two Blenheims are lost and another damaged. Two 
Hudsons are compelled to make a crash landing at Kota Bharu 

• The first report of enemy fighter opposition comes from a No. 8 Squadron Hudson 
piloted by Flight Lieutenant Hitchcock, one of whose gunners fired an accurate burst 
into the attacker; the Hudson crew saw it crash into the sea. 

• Three of the Hudsons that return to Kuantan have been seriously damaged by anti-
aircraft fire, but casualties are light—two observers with minor wounds.

• On return to Kuantan No 60 squadron is ordered back to Singapore.
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10.00 Hong Kong (local 08.00)
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8th December 1941
• 09.30 Ocean Island (11.30)

• A four engined flying-boat appears over Ocean Island, 
garrisoned by Australians, circles and drops five bombs, 
which cause no damage.

• 10.00 Hong Kong (08.00)

• A dozen Japanese bombers escorted by fighters dive-
bomb and strafe Kai Tak airfield in Hong Kong. All of the 
five RAF planes are soon put out of action. 

• Japanese troops cross the frontier, and force forward 
units to withdraw towards the gin drinkers line. The main 
defensive line constructed on strong ground across the 
isthmus between Tide Cove and Gin Drinkers' Bay.

• Two destroyers of Hong Kong's small naval force, Thanet 
and Scout, are ordered to Singapore on the 8th 
December. 

• 11.00 Wake Island (12.00)

• Thirty six Japanese twin engine bombers dive out of a 
rain squall at the island. The surf is so loud that no one 
hears or sees the enemy until 15 seconds before the first 
bombs explode. 

• The planes level out at 2000 feet and attack the airfield 
where eight Wildcats are being serviced and fuelled. Four 
planes are destroyed by direct hits, fire spreads to the 
rest and destroys three and damages the other one. 23 
marines are killed. 
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• The bombers then attack the PanAm air station. 
Nearly all the facilities are destroyed and ten 
civilians killed. Within ten minutes the bombers, 
apparently undamaged by the hastily delivered anti-
aircraft fire, depart.

• The Clipper, in the lagoon, was riddled by machine 
gun fire but not greatly injured, and took off for 
Midway with a capacity load of civilians in the early 
afternoon.



11.00 Wake Island (local 12.00)
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8th December 1941
• 11.00 Melbourne (11.00)

• The War Cabinet meets in Melbourne, to consider the reports coming in;
• It is agreed that the situation should be accepted as involving a state of war with Japan.
• The Prime Minister, Mr Curtin, tells the War Cabinet that he had approved the dispatch of A.I.F. troops to Koepang, the 

previous day. Navy has ordered the armed merchant cruiser Westralia to escort the transport Zealandia. The War Cabinet 
confirms both actions.

• the Acting Chief of the Naval Staff, Commodore Durnford, Reports actions taken. 
• The departure of merchant ships for overseas was suspended; 
• merchant vessels in northern waters had been instructed to fall back on Rabaul and Port Moresby; 
• a convoy consisting of the coastal liner Katoomba carrying troops for Rabaul and escorted by Adelaide, was held at Port Moresby; 
• coastal navigation lights had been blacked out; and
• coastwatchers had been warned to extra vigilance. 

• Durnford outlines the dispositions of the larger ships of the R.A.N: Adelaide at Moresby, Westralia at Darwin; Kanimbla and 
Manoora at Singapore; Australia on passage from Simonstown to Fremantle; Canberra and Perth in the Tasman Sea area; 
Hobart in the Mediterranean; and Yarra in the Persian Gulf. 

• Durnford tells the War Cabinet that an air attack from an enemy aircraft carrier was unlikely in the early stages because of 
the cruiser escort that the carrier would need. Attacks on trade by armed merchant cruisers could be expected; but though 
Australian escort facilities were limited he considered they were adequate to deal with armed merchant cruiser or limited 
cruiser attack. He thought an attack on Rabaul was possible.

• The Chiefs of Staff raise delays in unloading war materials at Darwin, and urge that urgent action should be taken to prevent
delays which seriously prejudice Darwin's defence. The War Cabinet decide that the Minister for Labour and National 
Service, Mr Ward, accompanied by the Conciliation Commissioner, Mr Blakeley, should be asked to go to Darwin 
immediately, Ward being fully authorised to take all necessary steps to ensure expeditious handling of materials for defence 
purposes.

• A decision, made on 5th December, that one of the Empire flying-boats should be returned to Qantas Empire Airways by the 
R.A.A.F. is cancelled.

• The War Cabinet call on the Chiefs of Staff for an appreciation covering Australia and the adjacent areas, showing the 
possible forms of enemy attack, the scale of defence needed, the strengths of the Australian forces available to meet such 
attacks and their disposition at this time, together with a report on the state of training and equipment.
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8th December 1941
• 11.05 Nauru ( 13.05)

• A flying-boat appears over Nauru, garrisoned by Australians, circles the island for about half an hour at about 6,000 feet, and 
disappears in a north-easterly direction.

• 11.30 Philippines (09.30)

• The aircraft warning service reports enemy aircraft flying south over Lingayen Gulf toward Manila. All B-17s at Clark Field are 
ordered into the air to avoid being caught on the ground. The 20th Pursuit Squadron, based at Clark, is dispatched to intercept the 
approaching formation, and the 17th at Nichols Field, receives orders to cover Clark.

• The 20th Pursuit had expected to make contact with the enemy north of Manila over Rosales, but the Japanese swing east to 
attack Baguio.

• About 24 twin engined bombers are reported bombing Tuguegarao and 17 bombing Baguio.

• 11.30 Kota Bharu (09.00)

• The remaining enemy transport, still burning, appeared to have been abandoned. No. 1 Squadron Hudsons are still making sorties 
from Kota Bharu against the enemy's landing operations when a Japanese fighter intercepts a Hudson. The Hudson evades but the 
aircraft is damaged and one of the crew is wounded so the pilot returns to Kota Bharu.

• The photographic-reconnaissance Beaufort has returned from the Singora. The aircraft is so badly damaged by enemy fighters that 
it cannot fly again but the crew are unharmed and are able to describe a large concentration of Japanese ships landing troops on
the Singora-Patani seafront. 

• The photographs taken from the Beaufort are flown back to Singapore by the remaining Buffalo. These confirm the presence of the 
main enemy convoy off Singora and reveal about 60 Japanese aircraft, mainly fighters, on Singora airfield.

• Soon after 9 a.m. Japanese fighters arrive over Kota Bharu in formations of from five to nine aircraft, and, "peeling off" at between 
5,000 and 7,000 feet, dive to fire their guns from almost tree-top level. The first attacks are against the anti-aircraft posts, but later 
they concentrate on men and aircraft on the ground.

• At about 09.00 11 Blenheims of 62 Squadron RAF left Alor Star to join the battle. Finding no targets at Kota Bharu they headed 
north and located 15 to 20 ships and landing craft off Pattani with fighters patrolling overhead. They attacked from 8,000 feet but 
the crews saw no definite results owing to low cloud. All the Blenheims returned safely to Alor Star.
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8th December 1941
• 12.00 Malaya (09.30)

• Air Chief Marshal Brooke-Popham releases his Order of the Day ".. We are ready. We have had 
plenty of warning and our preparations are made and tested. .. We are confident. Our defences 
are strong and our weapons efficient.."

• No 8 squadron's supplies, were still being unloaded from the ship which had brought most of the 
ground staff to Kuantan from Singapore.

• 12.30 Philippines (10.30)

• Official orders to execute the war plan against Japan reach Admiral Hart. The basic war plan 
RAINBOW No. 5. as revised in November 1941 provides for offensive air operations in furtherance 
of the strategic defensive, along with operations in direct defence of the Philippine Islands as an 
air and naval base. The defending air forces are to carry out “air raids against Japanese forces and 
installations within reach of available bases.”

• 13.00 Malaya (10.30)

• Within half an hour of the Blenheims’ return to Alor Star from the attack on Pattani, while they 
are still being refuelled and rearmed, about 27 single engine bombers attack the airfield. Four 
Blenheims are totally destroyed and another five damaged, buildings are set on fire, a large petrol 
dump set ablaze and 6 men killed.

• Raids on the airfields continue throughout the morning, Kota Bharu, Machang and Gong Kedah all 
being visited.
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8th December 1941
• 13.15 Malaya (10.45)

• At 10.45, with five buffaloes standing by at Sungei
Patani, two dozen single engine bombers are seen 
approaching at 1,200 feet. The station commander 
refuses to allow the Buffaloes to scramble. The 
raiders each drop two sticks of bombs. The petrol 
dump holding 200,000 gallons goes up in flames 
and 27 squadron is reduced to four flyable 
Blenheims. 21 squadron, being reduced to four 
serviceable Buffaloes, is ordered to withdraw to 
Butterworth forthwith. 

• Before evacuating to Butterworth Flt Lt Kinninmont
reconnoitres Singora and the roads south of it for 
the 11th Indian Division. He observes about 40 
ships in the harbour and flying boat activity on 
Singora lake and motor vehicles are moving along 
the road towards Alor Star. On the return flight he 
is intercepted by five Japanese fighters but 
manages to escape without serious damage to the 
aircraft.

• Japanese fighters make low level strafing attacks 
on Butterworth and Penang airfields. Four 
Blenheims of 34 squadron refuelling at 
Butterworth for the return to Tengah are hit and 
rendered unserviceable. Butterworths AA defences 
consist of two Lewis guns. 
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8th December 1941
• 14.20 Philippines (12.20)

• Brereton, commanding the Far East Airforce, requested permission at 05.00 to carry out offensive action. 

• At 10.09 Brereton received authority to undertake a reconnaissance mission to Formosa and at 10.14 
received permission to take offensive action. Lt. Col. Eubank, bomber commander, promptly took off from 
Nielson for Clark Field to assume personal direction of the preparations.  In the meantime the B17s at Clark 
had been ordered into the air to avoid being caught on the ground.

• Colonel Eubank on his arrival at Clark recalls the bombers from patrol to prepare three planes to fly the 
reconnaissance mission and the rest to be briefed for an attack. Brereton orders two B17 squadrons from 
Clark to attack airfields in Southern Formosa at last light today. Two squadrons of B17s from Del Monte on 
Mindanao to Clark Field after dark to be prepared for operations at daybreak.

• All American aircraft in the Philippines, are on the ground. Recalled B-17’s at Clark are being made ready for 
the Formosa mission; the 20th Pursuit Squadron at Clark and the 17th at Nichols have returned to base to 
refuel; the 3rd at Iba, the 21st at Nichols, and the 34th at Del Carmen stood ready to take off when ordered.

• The plotting board at Nielson Field begins to receive reports of a formation of enemy aircraft coming in over 
northern Luzon. Warning is sent to Clark Field by normal teletype channels. As soon as the enemy force is 
believed to be within operating range of American pursuit planes, Colonel George of V Interceptor 
Command orders 

• the 17th Squadron to cover Bataan peninsula, 
• the 21st to patrol the Manila area, and 
• the 34th (P35s) to provide a cover for Clark Field, where the 20th, just in from patrol, is being refuelled. 
• The 3rd Squadron, at Iba, is dispatched over the South China Sea, where an enemy formation has been reported.
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8th December 1941
• A thick haze of dust delays the take off of the 34th Squadron to cover Clark 

Field. 

• The 20th Pursuit, not yet all refuelled, is hastily ordered to cover its own 
base. Within five minutes four planes have taken off, but just then, a 
formation of twenty-seven Japanese bombers attacks the field followed by 
another formation of the same  size, which continues the attack for fifteen 
minutes. 

• Then more than 30 Japanese fighters sweep in to pick out the grounded 
American planes in low altitude strafing attacks that last more than an 
hour. The 20th Pursuit Squadron attempt to get its P-40’s into the air but 
five are destroyed by bombs while taking off and five more are destroyed 
in strafing attacks. Lt. Joseph Moore, squadron commander, and three 
others had taken off before the attack started. Lt. Randall Keator attacks a 
flight of three enemy pursuits and claims one shot down, Lieutenant 
Moore in a series of dogfights claims two others. 2Lt Gilmore also shoots 
down a zero.

• At Del Carmen Field, fifteen miles away, pilots of the 34th Squadron, on 
seeing great clouds of smoke and dust billowing up from Clark, take off in 
their P-35’s to engage other enemy fighters. The P-35s are consistently 
outmaneuvered and several of them are seriously damaged, but the pilots 
claim three of the enemy aircraft shot down.

• The 3rd Squadron find nothing over the South China Sea. The 12 P40s are 
in the circuit to land at Iba when about thirty Japanese bombers with 
fighter escort attack. Five P-40’S are shot down and three others crash-
land on near-by beaches when their fuel gives out.

• The 17th and 21st Squadrons continue their patrols over Bataan and 
Manila Bay, unaware of the Japanese attack no more than sixty miles 
away. Only one flight of 21st encounters the enemy and Lt. Jack Donalson
probably destroys two of the enemy planes.
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8th December 1941
• At Clark Field, high-level bombing has destroyed hangars, shops, mess halls, barracks, and supply buildings. 

• The communications centre received a direct hit which cut off the field from other points and prevented any 
attempt to control pursuit operations. 

• The B17s, in spite of being incompletely dispersed, suffered relatively little from bombs, but enemy fighters 
had chosen their targets so systematically that fourteen out of sixteen bombers on the field were destroyed. 
Half of the B17 force in the Philippines had been destroyed. 

• Twenty out of twenty three of the 20th Pursuit’s P40 Bs had been destroyed or severely damaged.

• At Iba only two of the 3d Squadron’s P40s escape destruction. Bombs crashed into barracks and service 
buildings. Much of the maintenance equipment is lost, and the entire radar installation. Ground crews, who 
had thought the approaching planes friendly, suffer heavily.

• Some units almost completely disintegrated during nearly two hours of attack but there were examples of 
outstanding leadership and heroism. 

• With few exceptions, antiaircraft gunners stood by their guns in the face of effective enemy strafing. 
• Lt. Fred Crimmins, received severe wounds in a vain attempt to save a B-17; 
• Chaplain Joseph LaFleur repeatedly ignored low-flying strafers to minister to the wounded and dying; 
• Pvt. Robert Andres, on his own initiative appropriated an abandoned truck to make seven trips with wounded men to the 

station hospital; and 
• Pfc Greeley Williams kept up a steady fire on Japanese planes from a gunner’s post in one of the B17’s until he was killed.
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8th December 1941

• 14.30 Kota Bharu (12.00)
• The situation on the ground has now become confused. It is clear to the 

defenders that though the enemy's landing operations have been very 
costly to them they have, in fact, succeeded.

• Brigadier Key's Indian troops have been unable to contain the Japanese 
force that had succeeded in crossing the beaches and penetrating into the 
maze of creeks, lagoons and swampy islands. 

• While the Hudsons are still taking off to attack enemy landing craft, those 
on the airfield become aware of enemy small arms fire coming, they 
suspect, from a "pocket" of snipers believed to have penetrated to a point 
close to the airfield perimeter and making movement in the barracks and 
dispersal areas dangerous.

• Air raids continue at intervals and, though the casualties are few, they 
greatly hamper the work of the maintenance crews and the aircrews 
landing and taking off. In spite of this the surviving Hudsons continue their 
sorties.
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8th December 1941
• 15.00 China Coast (13.00)

• SS PRESIDENT HARRISON, enroute Philippines to 
Chingwangtao (near Peking) to pick up 300 
Marines of the Peking and Tientsin Legation 
Guards was north of the Yangstze estuary about 
03.30 when Orel Pierson, the master, receives a 
message that Pearl Harbor has been attacked. 

• A little after 13.00, with a Japanese destroyer 
closing fast, Captain Pierson runs the ship ashore 
doing 16 knots, and rips a hole 90 feet long in her 
hull to deny the ship to the enemy. 

• Three men are killed while abandoning ship, the 
rest of the crew of 154 are taken prisoners of war.

• The U.S. Marine detachments, 49 Marines at 
Tientsin, 22 at Chinwangtao and 141 at Peking 
surrender to the Japanese the same day. Japan 
takes control of all the foreign concessions in 
China.

• 15.30 Melbourne (15.30)

• Among the reports flowing in to Melbourne are 
reports of an enemy reconnaissance aircraft over 
Kavieng and Rabaul and of gunfire off Jervis Bay.
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8th December 1941

• 16.00 Malaya (13.30)

• The 11th Indian division remained 
beside their trains and trucks all 
morning, despite endeavours to 
obtain authority from Malaya 
Command for action. 

• Orders, which had been issued at 
11.30 am, reached III Indian Corps 
headquarters at 13.30 requiring it to 
adopt the alternative plan and occupy 
defensive positions on the Singora and 
Kroh-Patani roads, and to dispatch a 
mobile column towards Singora, in an 
endeavour to obstruct the Japanese 
advance.

• The 28th Indian Brigade was allotted 
to the 11th Division as a reserve force, 
and entrained at Ipoh at 5 p.m. 
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8th December 1941
• Jitra Line

• The main defensive line to be held, running from east of Jitra
to the west coast, was astride the main road and railway from 
Malaya into Thailand. Its right flank rested on jungle-clad 
hills, which were considered to be militarily impenetrable. 

• The 15th Indian Brigade (Brigadier Garrett) was assigned to 
the right sector, extending for 6,000 yards and the 6th Indian 
Brigade (Brigadier Lay ) to the left, an 18,000-yards stretch. 
The 28th Brigade (Brigadier Carpendale) was in reserve. 

• Krohcol

• a force known as "Krohcol" (Lieut-Colonel Moorhead') based 
on Kroh, and comprising the 3/16th Punjab, was sent to seize 
a position known as "The Ledge", thirty miles beyond the 
frontier. 

• Laycol

• Another force, "Laycol" (Brigadier Lays) comprising two 
companies and the carrier platoon of 1/8th Punjab, with anti-
tank guns and engineers, advanced along the Changlun road 
towards Ban Sadao, eight miles beyond the frontier on the 
way to Singora. 

• Armored Train

• An armoured train, manned by a platoon of the 2/16th 
Punjab and some engineers, entered Thailand from Padang 
Besar.
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8th December 1941
• 18.00 Malaya (15.30)

• The vanguard of Krohcol crosses the frontier in mid-afternoon, and is immediately fired 
upon by Thai armed constabulary. 

• 18.30 Kota Bharu (16.00)

• By 4 p.m. ground fire on the airfield has increased and it is reported that enemy ground 
troops have reached a point within 200 yards of the radio transmitting station.

• Brigadier Key, commanding the 8th Indian Brigade, had decided in the morning that if the 
airfield were to be held the gap in the Dogra’s front must be closed before dusk; but the 
1/13th Frontier Force Rifles and the 2/12th Frontier Force Regiment, ordered forward for 
the purpose, were delayed by numerous rivers and creeks, and by the nature of the 
country generally. In the confused situation, which resulted, Key received during the 
afternoon a report that the airfield was already being attacked from the ground.

• 19.00 Melbourne (19.00)

• the Prime Minister, in a national broadcast on the evening of the 8th said:

• “We are at war with Japan. That has happened because … Japanese naval and air forces 
launched an unprovoked attack on British and United States territory; because our vital 
interests are imperilled and because the rights of free people in the whole Pacific are 
assailed.”
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8th December 1941
• 19.30 Kota Bharu (17.00)

• In the eighth enemy air attack of the day, two Hudsons are severely damaged on the ground. 

• No 1 squadron now has only five airworthy aircraft. Though two others require only one wheel 
each to make them serviceable, they are in an exposed position and repeated attempts to replace 
the damaged wheels were prevented by enemy fighter attacks and by Japanese ground fire. 

• In the temporary absence of Wing Commander Noble, the station commander, from the 
operations room, an order has been received from Air Headquarters in Singapore that all 
serviceable aircraft are to be flown to Kuantan and that, after demolitions, the airfield is to be 
evacuated. 

• This order has been given in response to a report from Kota Bharu (sent apparently without the 
station commander's knowledge) that the airfield was being attacked. 

• Noble returns to find the operations room and other station buildings blazing—the order from 
Singapore had been obeyed without his authority and precipitately. 

• At his own headquarters some distance away Brigadier Key also receives the report that the 
airfield was under attack. He immediately went to investigate and, with Noble, went forward to 
the perimeter where he questioned some of the Indian troops and is told that there was no sign 
of the enemy. 

• In all the circumstances Noble sees no choice but to proceed with the evacuation, in which Key 
assented.
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8th December 1941
• 19.30 Kota Bharu (17.00)

• Davis leads a party round the airfield to destroy aircraft that could not be flown off. They demolish four of their own Hudsons and 
one from No. 8 Squadron which had crash landed earlier in the day. 

• The flyable aircraft are loaded with consumable stores and spares sufficient for operations for four to six weeks. 

• It was now considered unwise for members of the squadron to risk crossing to the barracks area to gather personal kit, but by now 
700 pounds of equipment has been loaded into each of the five remaining serviceable Hudsons. 

• Immediately Davis has confirmed the evacuation order he instructs his crews to take off for Kuantan. Flight Lieutenant Douglas’ 
aircraft is so damaged that the wing flaps will not remain in the "up" position and the undercarriage will not retract. He ties the 
flaps into position with wire and, gathering nine airmen as he taxied down the runway, he takes off and flies, wheels down, to 
Kuantan where he lands safely at nightfall. Flight Lieutenant O'Brien, in a damaged Hudson with 17 passengers aboard, is fired on 
by Japanese machine-gunners and riflemen as soon as his aircraft clears the treetops and his rear gunner returns the fire. He 
evades six Zeros about 30 miles south of Kota Bharu by flying about 10 feet above the beach beside high coconut palms. Seven 
airworthy Vildebeestes also took off and flew to Kuantan. 

• Davis and Noble lead the remaining air force strength, in locally procured trucks, 50 miles to the nearest railway station, where all 
entrain for Singapore. 

• In view of the withdrawal of the Airforce, the reappearance of Japanese transports off the beach soon after dark, and the prospect 
of his forward troops becoming isolated and overwhelmed, Key, with higher approval, orders withdrawal during the night to a 
position north of Kota Bharu township. 

• By midnight, the troops and guns on the airfield had been evacuated, and it was in enemy hands.

• 19.30 Sungei Patani (17.00)

• The four airworthy Buffaloes of 21 squadron and the four airworthy Blenheims of 27 squadron evacuate Sungei Patani and fly to 
Butterworth followed by the remaining personnel of the squadrons. No arrangements for accommodation or food had been made 
and they spent a miserable night on the beach.
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8th December 1941
• 19.40 Singapore (17.10)

• Admiral Phillips takes the Eastern Fleet—Prince of Wales, 
Repulse, and destroyers Tenedos, Electra, Express and 
Vampire—to sea soon after 5 p.m. to attack the Japanese 
transports off Singora.

• His approach to the coast at Singora is planned to be under 
cover of darkness on the night of the 9th-10th. He anticipates 
he would certainly have to deal with long-range bomber 
attacks during retirement. He therefore requests three 
measures of air support from Air Vice-Marshal Pulford: 

• air reconnaissance 100 miles ahead of the fleet throughout 
daylight on the 9th;

• air reconnaissance along the coast from Kota Bharu to beyond 
Singora from dawn on the 10th; and 

• fighter cover over the fleet off Singora from daylight on the 
10th. 

• Before sailing, Phillips sends, by hand, a letter to Pulford, 
stressing the importance he attaches to fighter cover off 
Singora, and asking him to let him know as soon as possible 
what he could do for certain. As the ships passed Changi 
signal station on leaving harbour, a reply signal tells him: 
"Regret fighter protection impossible." He shrugs his 
shoulders and said: "Well, we must get on without it.

HMS Prince of Wales

HMS Repulse
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8th December 1941

• 19.30 Midway Island (21.30)

• Midway radar detects surface targets, five minutes later salvos start landing. Casualties 
are light.

• 20.00 Manila (18.00)

• On the evening of the 8th December Taskforce 5, Houston (flag), Boise, Langley, Pope, 
John D. Ford and oilers Trinity and Pecos sailed from the Philippines for Balikpapan on 
orders from Admiral Hart. Only the twenty-nine submarines of the Asiatic Fleet, the 
destroyers Peary and Pillsbury (which had been in collision and were under repair) and 
the inshore patrol, were then left as naval defence of the Philippines.

• The submarines were sent out on patrol to attack whatever they could find, but three of 
the submarine tenders, Otus, Holland and Isabel were also sent south to Balikpapan. 
Canopus was the only tender left to service the 29 submarines.

• Borneo

• As there are no forces to defend them, demolitions of the oilfield installations and of the 
refinery are carried out on 8th December.
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8th December 1941

23.30 Malay/ Thai Border (21.00)

Krohcol

Delayed by the action with the Thai police 
Krohcol has cleared only three miles of the road 
past the frontier when it halts for the night.

Laycol 

Laycol reaches Ban Sadao at dusk, and takes up 
a position north of the village. 

About 9 p.m., a Japanese column of thirty-five 
vehicles, preceded by tanks, and with headlights 
blazing, bares down on it.

Two of the tanks are knocked out by gun and 
rifle fire, but the Japanese infantry, who 
dismounted at the beginning of the action, are 
soon engaged in an enveloping movement.

Laycol thereupon withdraws, destroying two 
bridges and partly destroying a third on its way. 

Armored Train

The train party reached Khlaung Ngae, in 
Thailand, blew a 200-foot railway bridge on the 
line to Singora and also withdraw.
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8th December 1941
• Malaya

• The airfield at Tengah, on Singapore, was completed on 8th December by the united efforts of 
officers and men stationed there. They laid 400 yards of metal paving in twenty-four hours.

• Ambon

• The Hudsons of No.2 squadron were ordered to attack the Japanese pearling mother ship Nanyo
Maru sighted between Ambon and Koepang by a flying boat the previous day. 

• At dusk they found their target, bombed it and so damaged it that it went aground and was 
abandoned by its crew.

• Port Moresby

• A Catalina from No. 11 Squadron, piloted by Flying Officer Sloan with Flight Lieutenant Reid as 
second pilot, sighted three Japanese pearling luggers and ordered them to proceed to Thursday 
Island. 

• After a patrol lasting nearly ten hours this Catalina returned to Port Moresby. 

• Two hours later the same crew in another Catalina took off again, this time in darkness, to make 
another search but the aircraft crashed into a hillside to the west of the town and all the crew of 
eight were killed.
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8th December 1941
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8th December 1941

• Where did all this come from?

• What set it off?

• Why the 8th of December?

• Why were the Japanese so successful?

• Why were the allies so ineffective?

• What  will happen next?
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